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This month’s essay discusses a famous Italian actor who worked both in Italy and in Hollywood. 
Vittorio Gassman, in addition to being an accomplished actor, was also a director, screenwriter, 
and writer, who was active in theater, film and television. Nicknamed “Il Mattore” (derived from 
the name of a character in a popular television show in which he starred and directed in 1959), 
he is considered one of the best and most representative Italian actors of the last-half of the 
20th century. He is remembered for his absolute professionalism (bordering sometimes on the 
extreme), his versatility, and his magnetism. He epitomized the quintessential Italian leading 
man—“tall, dark, and handsome”—but his conventional good looks sometimes obscured his  
talent and versatility in both serious and comic roles. He was an artist with deep roots in the 
world of serious theater (he was the founder and director of the Italian Theater of Art), perform-
ing in plays by Tennessee Williams, Vittorio Alfieri, Shakespeare, Aeschylus and Ibsen, among 
others.  He also performed in side-splitting and absurd comedies. (According to many critics, he 
was one of a handful of the greats of post-war Italian comedy, even approaching the popularity of  
Marcello Mastroianni during the 1960s). He was a truly versatile and talented man whose  
productive life contributed to the cultural development of Italy in the last half of the 20th century. 

He was born on September 1, 1922 in the village of Struppa, 
at the time an independent municipality of Genoa. His  
father was a German civil engineer, Heinrich Gassmann; his  
mother, Luisa Ambron, was of Jewish ancestry from Pisa. Not 
much is known about his early life; however, he often spoke 
favorably about memories of a year spent in Palmi (province 
of Reggio Calabria) when he was five years old. His family 
lived there while his father was engaged in the construction of 
one of the new residential districts in Palmi—“Ferrobeton.”

After the sojourn in Palmi, the family moved back to Genoa, 
then on to Rome where Vittorio received a classical high 
school education at the famous Liceo Torquato Tasso. Upon graduation from the Liceo, he  
began to study for a career in law at the University of Rome (today called Sapienza Università 
di Roma). However, recognizing his interests in the theater and in dramatic performance, his 
mother encouraged him to become an actor, having been dissuaded by her own parents from 
pursuing an acting career. With this encouragement, he enrolled in the prestigious National 
Academy of Dramatic Art in Rome.
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Following his dramatic education at the National Academy, he began his theatrical acting 
career in Milan with the Elsa Mellini Company in 1943 where he debuted in the La Nemica 
(The Enemy) by Dario Niccodemi. He then moved to Rome, where he joined the Teatro Eliseo 
and performed regularly with Tino Carraro and Ernesto Calindri. There, he quickly became 
established as a rising star, and the popular trio performed regularly in numerous plays, rang-
ing effortlessly from intellectual theater to bourgeois comedy.

His striking good looks and talent were soon put to use in Italian cinema playing the  
romantic figure in a number of period pieces. In 1946, he made his film debut in Preludio 
d’amore (Prelude of Love).  His performance as Silvana Mangano’s lover in his fourth film, 
Riso Amaro (Bitter Rice, 1949) (right), made 
him an international star. The film was  
considered one of the first masterpieces of 
the Neorealist movement. (The pair proved 
so popular, they were reunited for 1951’s 
Anna, in which Gassman undertook a less 
heroic role).

It was with Luchino Visconti (a person dis-
cussed in the November, 2017 Bulletin essay) 
that Gassman achieved his acting maturity. 
Under Visconti’s masterful stage direction, 
he played Stanley Kowalski in Tennessee 
Williams’ Un Tram che si Chiama Desiderio 
(A Streetcar Named Desire), as well as leading roles in Shakespeare’s Rosalinda (As You Like 
It), and in Vittorio Alfieri’s Oreste. After joining the Teatro Nazionale (National Theater), he 
staged a successful Peer Gynt by Henrik Ibsen. 

In 1952, with Luigi Squarzina, he co-founded and co-directed the Teatro d’Arte Italiano (The 
Italian Art Theater), producing the first complete version of Hamlet performed in Italy, fol-
lowed by performances of rare works such as Seneca’s Thyestes and Aeschylus’s The Persians. 
In 1956, he played the title role in an Italian production of Othello, in which he rotated with the 
great actor Salvo Randone in the roles of Othello and Iago on alternate nights.

Inevitably, Hollywood called him and Vittorio was put under contract at MGM, but the  
studio did not know how best to exploit his capabilities. Instead of giving him important roles in  
major movies, MGM relegated him to roles as stereotypical Europeans in such light-weight 
fare as The Glass Wall (1953), Cry of the Hunted (1953), Rhapsody (1954) with Elizabeth Taylor, 
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and Mambo (1954), the latter opposite his then-wife Shelley Winters. His last US film for many 
years was the role of Anatole in King Vidor’s filming of War and Peace (1956), with Audrey 
Hepburn (right). These Hollywood films did little to popularize him in the U.S. He eventually 
tired of trying to make it in the U.S. and, after divorcing 
Winters, returned to Italy where he had had great success.  
He was dismissive of his work in Hollywood, considering it 
a misadventure. ‘”They didn’t understand that a European 
actor could be anything but a cliché Latin lover,” he said. 
“After a couple of years I was anxious to go back to Italy, 
and they were anxious to send me back, so it was easy.”

Immediately upon his return to Italy, Gassman undertook 
a dream project, writing, starring,  and co-directing (with 
Francesco Rosi) in Kean (1956), a film version of Jean Paul 
Sartre’s adaptation of Alexander Dumas’ Kean, about the legendary British actor, Edmund 
Kean. The film was not a success. Many critics noted his tendency to overact in the role and 
this “hammy” quality occasionally informed some of his subsequent film roles. Commenting 
on this criticism of overacting, he once said:  “In a country where the most desired honor is 
to be considered simpatico, I have built my career and reputation on being considered anti-
patico.”  (On screen, he was able to combine the two, allowing moviegoers to understand char-
acters they might normally consider to be reprehensible). 

Gassman once again established himself as a film star in Italy in the 1958 Rififi parody I Soliti 
Ignoti (The Usual Unknown, released in English with the title Big Deal on Madonna Street) 
(below). This was Mario Monicelli’s classic crime comedy in which Gassman co-starred with 
Marcello Mastroianni as a pair of thieves who head a gang of criminals in a break-in attempt of 
a business by drilling a tunnel from an apartment adjacent to the business. The comedy is en-

hanced when the group finds that they haven’t 
tunneled into the store at all, but into a dif-
ferent room of the apartment building.  With 
this film, Gassman established himself as one 
of the great comedians of Italian cinema, and 
his popularity in Italy soared.

In 1956, Gassman also created the Teatro Po-
polare Italiano (Italian Folk Theater), his own 
traveling theater troupe. Using a portable 
stage, he traveled across Italy with this group, 
bringing theater in repertoire to millions of 
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people. His productions included many of the famous authors and playwrights of the 20th 
century, with repeated returns to the classics of Shakespeare, Dostoyevsky, and the Greek 
tragedians. 

Throughout much of the 1960s and ‘70s, Gassman divided his 
time between his traveling theater troupe, with its classic serious 
roles, and the cinema, in which he was usually cast in comic, often  
satirical, roles. 

An important career highlight came when he won the Best Actor 
award at the Cannes Film Festival in 1975 for his portrayal of a blind 
army captain in the comedy Profumo di Donna (Perfume of a Woman, 
1975) (right). (The film inspired an American version, The Scent of 
a Woman starring Al Pacino, 1992).  The ‘70s also saw him perform 
other notable roles in Italian cinema. Among them were C’Eravamo 
Tanto Amati (We Were So Dear to You, released in English as Those Were the Years, 1975) and 
Caro Papa (Dear Dad, 1979),

After nearly 30 years away from American cinema, he returned to Hollywood as the groom’s 
father in Robert Altman’s A Wedding (1978) and was poorly cast in Altman’s critically panned 
Quintet (1979). These were followed by roles in other films that were not very notable, The 
Nude Bomb (1980), and Tempest (1983). Once again, he found himself unable to find suitable 
roles for his talents in many American films. 

In addition to his theater and film work during the 1960s through the 1980s, he also founded 
in 1979 il Bottega Teatrale di Firenze (the Theater Workshop of Florence), a theater school 
in Florence, which has trained many of the more talented actors of the current generation of  
Italian theater and cinema. He was personally involved with directing the school from its 

founding until 1992 when it moved its campus 
to Prato. (It closed permanently in 1994 on  
account of a lack of funding).

After returning to Italy in the 1980s, he once 
again found cinematic success. In 1983, he and 
his son Alessandro co-wrote and co-starred in 
the highly praised Di Padre in Figlio (From 
Father to Son) (left). In 1987, he was critical-
ly acclaimed in dual roles as a patriarch and 
the patriarch’s father in flashbacks in Ettore  
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Scola’s La Famiglia (The Family). As the 90s dawned, Gassman’s film work dwindled a bit, but 
he did offer a fine performance as an aging Mafia don in Barry Levinson’s Sleepers (1996), a 
rare match of role to talent for him in a Hollywood film.

In addition to other prizes, Gassman won several important European film awards, including 
the Golden Lion award for lifetime achievement at the Venice Film Festival (1996) and Spain’s 
Prince of Asturias prize for lifetime achievement (1997). 

Personal life 

Vittorio Gassman had three wives and several important companions, always female actresses:

His first wife was Nora Ricci, the daughter of Renzo Ricci and 
Margherita Bagni. They were married in 1944 and their mar-
riage was annulled by the Church in 1952. They had a daughter, 
Paola, who was born in 1945 and followed her father into acting.

His second wife was American actress Shelley Winters (left). They 
were married in 1952 and divorced in 1954. They had a daughter, 
Vittoria (Tori) who was born in 1953. She is an MD in geriatric 
medicine in Connecticut.

The French actress Juliette Mayniel was his partner from 1964-
68. They never married, but had a son, Alessandro, who was born 

in 1965. Alessandro became an actor and director, like his father.

His third and final wife was Diletta D’Andrea (below). They were married in 1970, and she 
survived him at his death in 2000. They had a son, 
Jacopo, who was born in 1980. He became a direc-
tor and has directed several films, including two  
documentaries about his father.

Gassman also had a long and tumultuous relationship 
with Anna Maria Ferrero between 1953 and 1960 , a 
period in which the two often worked together in their 
cinema work. From 1961 to 1963 he also was linked to 
the Danish actress Annette Strøyberg.
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He was often publicly criticized for his private life with his casual attitude toward marriage 
and sexual liaisons. The criticisms were reinforced by the examples of a marriage annul-
ment of his first marriage by the Church so he could marry again immediately; followed by a  
divorce in the US; then an extra-marital affair that produced a son (Alessandro). All of these 
caused scandal and tabloid fodder during the 1950s and ‘60s. In addition, early in his life, he 
was a committed atheist who flaunted his atheism in public discussions. Later, however, this 
attitude gave way to a very personal religious faith. 

truth as luxury

Vittorio Gassman died on June 29, 2000, at the age of 77, 
from a sudden heart attack in his sleep at his home in 
Rome. He was cremated and his ashes were buried in the 
tomb of the D’Andrea family (his wife Diletta’s family) 
in the Verano Cemetery in Rome. A quote of his summa-
rizes his view of the art of acting and the actor:  “As an 
actor you live your life watching yourself live your life and 
watching others watch you, too. Acting is based on lying, 
a noble type of lying, which is why I decided to tell the 
truth; it’s my chief luxury.”

Adapted by James J. Boitano, PhD from: Brennan, Sandra. “Vitorio Gassman Biography.” AllMovie.com web-
site; Encyclopedia Britannica website;  Gussow, Mel. “Vittorio Gassman, 77, Veteran Italian Star Comfortable in 
Classics and Comedy, Dies.”  New York Times online edition. June 30, 2000; Maltin, Leonard. Leonard Maltin 
Classic Movie Guide. New York: Penguin Group (USA), 2005; 2010. Accessed on TCM.com website; UpClosed.
com website; Wikipedia (Italian), translated using Google Translate.
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